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ABSTRACT
Requirements engineering is essentially a social collabora-
tive activity in which involved stakeholders have to closely
work together to communicate, elicit, negotiate, define, con-
firm, and finally come up with the requirements for the sys-
tem to be implemented or upgraded. In the development of
large and complex systems, with a huge number of uncertain
stakeholders, the requirements engineering process becomes
a challenging task due to overwhelming and dynamic so-
cial interactions, tradeoffs, and collective decisions made by
above stakeholders. Traditional approaches and techniques
are deficient in supporting this kind of social interactions in
requirements-related activities, and managing the evolving
requirements and their traceability caused by the social in-
teractions. This paper proposes to address the challenges
in the pre-requirements analysis of large and complex sys-
tems by employing the techniques from collective intelligence
based on Web 2.0 tools and technologies, which is composed
of three steps: first, obtain collective requirements knowl-
edge through collaborative tagging by stakeholders; second,
transform collaborative requirement tags into requirement
ontologies; third, support collective requirement decision-
making (i.e., collective intelligence) based on the require-
ment ontologies through requirements reasoning.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computer-based systems are built for people and by peo-

ple [7]. Requirements engineering (RE) of computer-based
systems is essentially a social collaboration activity, in which
involved stakeholders (e.g., customers and developers) have
to closely work together to communicate, elicit, negotiate,
define, confirm, and finally come up with the requirements
(including functional and non-functional requirements) for
the system to be implemented or upgraded [1].

Today software development is carried out by large dis-
tributed teams and concerned with a huge number of stake-
holders [4]. The Ultra-Large-Scale (ULS) system, an ex-
tremely large-scale and highly complex software system, is a
typical example [18]. The requirements of the ULS systems
are inherently conflicting, unknowable, and diverse due to a
wide variety of stakeholders with unavoidably different, con-
flicting, complex, and changing needs. For example, stake-
holders may have different expectations of how the system
is going to perform. The key challenge of the ULS system is
that it’s even impossible to gather the requirements [9]. As
a metaphor, the construction of the ULS system is more like
the evolution of the city, “the form of a city is not defined in
advance by specifying requirements; rather, a city emerges
and changes over time through the loosely coordinated and
regulated actions of many individuals” [18].

In this context, some RE challenges have been identi-
fied in the development and maintenance of large-scale sys-
tems [13][21], including large number of customer require-
ments, changing technologies, distributed teams, creating
and maintaining requirements traceability, and scoping change
and creep. Traditional approaches to address these chal-
lenges focus on tool support (especially the requirements
management tools) and RE process improvement guidelines
and methods (e.g., WinWin approach for requirements ne-
gotiation). In this paper, we argue that people is actually
the most important factor in the RE process. Their opin-
ions, decisions [2], and interactions (e.g., collaboration and
negotiation) are more critical to the final success of a project
than how requirements are specified and managed. We pro-
pose to address these challenges in a social collaboration per-
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Figure 1: The process from collective requirements knowledge to intelligence.

spective. We present a method framework to support and
improve the pre-requirements analysis of large and complex
systems by employing the techniques from collective intel-
ligence based on several popular Web 2.0 tools and tech-
nologies, including wikis, tags (folksonomies), and semantic
web (ontologies and reasoning). The combination of these
Web 2.0 tools and technologies is especially useful to refine
the collective requirements knowledge obtained from mas-
sive and uncertain stakeholders into collective requirements
intelligence (i.e., requirement decisions). The major benefit
of the proposed method is that it lowers the barrier of ac-
tive/effective stakeholders’ participation, and facilitate col-
laborative decision-making process in pre-requirements anal-
ysis. This method framework can also deal with the contin-
uous evolution and change of requirements during the whole
requirements lifecycle in an uncertain world1.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The chal-
lenges of pre-requirements analysis in large and complex sys-
tems development are presented in Section 2. The proposed
method framework in three steps is described in Section 3
with examples. The effectiveness of our method framework
against the challenges is discussed in Section 4. Related
work on collective intelligence and social requirements en-
gineering is reviewed in Section 5. The paper concludes in
Section 6.

2. CHALLENGES ADDRESSED
Pre-requirements analysis is about requirements’ life prior

to inclusion in the requirements specification (RS) [8]. In
this turbulent phase, initial stakeholders2 are not convinced
about what the system should look like, and the require-
ment statements from diverse sources and stakeholders may
eventually be integrated into a single requirement in the
RS. Continuous iterations take place when changes in this
phase need to be re-worked into the RS. This section details
the challenges on pre-requirements analysis that are selected
from [13][21], and that can be addressed by our proposed
method framework:

Requirements communication: With markets global-
ization, more large and complex projects are running in a
geographically distributed environment by distributed teams
and stakeholders. Recent studies have shown that this dis-

1But in this paper, we focus on the issues in pre-
requirements analysis.
2The scope of stakeholders is also in a turbulent status.

tribution often leads to issues, such as coordination and com-
munication challenges of requirements.

Requirements negotiation in large and complex projects
with massive stakeholders is particularly difficult since var-
ious stakeholders always have different interests and per-
spectives about the system. The requirements negotiation
task becomes even challenging when the number of stake-
holders increases dramatically, and sometimes it is even im-
possible to come up with a requirement decision because of
incomplete, contradictory, and changing requirement state-
ments, which is termed as “wicked problems” [3]. Support-
ing method and tools should be provided in requirements
negotiation activity in order to help stakeholders to find out
compromised requirement options, and reach an agreement
(i.e., requirement decision).

Requirements traceability: The pre-requirements trace-
ability depends on the ability to trace requirements from,
and back to, their originating statement(s) [8]. Creating and
maintaining the pre-requirements traces for large and com-
plex systems is a challenging task, due to the diverse sources
and massive stakeholders, and subtle interrelationships that
exist between requirements early on. Huge amount of time
and manual effort are required for requirements traceability
management in traditional approaches [8][20].

Requirements change control: In pre-requirements
analysis, an early phase in RE process, stakeholders fre-
quently change their mind and requirement statements. These
changes may break the existing requirements balance (i.e.,
the current requirements set agreed and compromised by in-
volved stakeholders). It is quite challenging to detect how
and to what extent the requirement changes will affect the
other requirements, including the propagation effect from
the changed requirements, and to reach a new requirements
balance.

We present a method framework to address these chal-
lenges in the next section, and discuss the effectiveness of
the proposed method framework in Section 4.

3. FROM COLLECTIVE REQUIREMENTS
KNOWLEDGE TO INTELLIGENCE

To address the challenges above, we propose to employ
the techniques from collective intelligence based on popular
Web 2.0 tools and technologies, including wikis, tags, and
semantic web. Requirement statements issued by stakehold-
ers are essentially the knowledge of these stakeholders, since



they have the knowledge about the meaning of these require-
ment statements, and why they are beneficial for them. In
traditional RE approaches, stakeholders communicate the
requirements through requirements documentation, which
works for a small and fixed number of stakeholders, but is
insufficient when the scope of the stakeholders of a system
are unpredictable (e.g., users of web-based systems). To
effectively collect and manage the requirements knowledge
issued by massive and uncertain stakeholders, we propose
to use collaborative tagging method to tag the requirement
statements by stakeholders themselves, and then these col-
laborative tags (collective knowledge) is transformed into
requirement ontologies with formal semantics and richer ex-
pressivity. In the end, the reasoning techniques are employed
to obtain requirement decisions (collective intelligence) over
the formal requirement ontologies and reasoning rules (con-
straints).

Figure 1 presents the process from collective requirements
knowledge to collective intelligence (requirement decisions),
including three activities (in rectangle) and four artifacts (in
round rectangle) produced by activities and actions. These
activities and artifacts will be further described in follow-
ing subsections. Note that, wiki as a popular collaborative
editing tool has already been introduced and used in dis-
tributed requirements documentation e.g., in [5], so the first
step in Figure 1 (stakeholders document pre-requirements
using wiki) is not covered in the following descriptions of
activities.

3.1 Collective Knowledge to Collaborative Tags
In this activity, we ask stakeholders to tag their require-

ment statements using whatever tags they want to use based
on their personal understanding. For example, stakeholders
can tag a requirement statement“The organizer shall be able
to send invitation to candidate participants by email.” with
various tags e.g., organizer, invitation, email, sending email,
functional requirement, and high-priority. In these tags, or-
ganizer, invitation, email, and sending email are tags that
are directly concerned with the content of the requirement
statement, and we call them content-tag; while functional
requirement and high-priority are tags that are used to de-
scribe the properties of the requirement statement, and we
name them as meta-tag. The content-tag and meta-

tag are two kinds of tags that are most frequently used in
tagging requirement statements by stakeholders. The bene-
fit of collaborative tagging (i.e., folksonomies) is that it re-
tains the individual understanding of various stakeholders,
while the drawback is that folksonomies (results of collab-
orative tagging) suffer from inconsistency, ambiguity, and
redundancy, for example, another stakeholder may tag this
requirement statement with a tag invitation letter, which is
redundant to previous tagging invitation. Collaborative tags
(folksonomies) has been used in identifying and organizing
concerns in pre-requirements analysis [19]. We make a fur-
ther step in our research that these folksonomies should be
refined and transformed into formal ontologies to support
the pre-requirements analysis.

3.2 Collaborative Tags to Ontologies
Figure 2 shows an inverse two peaks model on how folk-

sonomies can be transformed into ontologies through refine-
ment. The number of tags in folksonomies is quite large
initially. After the transformation (refinement) from folk-
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Figure 2: The inverse two peaks model from folk-

sonomies to ontologies.

sonomies into formal ontologies (e.g., the tags invitation
and invitation letter are merged into an ontology invitation
letter, which is a sub-ontology of the ontology letter), the
number of tags decreases, while accordingly the number of
ontologies increases along with the refinement process. The
ontologies have more formal semantics (e.g., constraints on
and relationships between ontologies), and the refined on-
tologies can be fed back into the collaborative tagging activ-
ity as candidate tags for folksonomies (the spiral line back
to folksonomies in Figure 2). The feedbacks of ontologies
into folksonomies can dramatically alleviate the problems
of inconsistency, ambiguity, and redundancy of tags. Some
mature work and results on building and maintaining on-
tologies from folksonomies have been reported in [15]. We
can investigate and employ these techniques in the transfor-
mation/refinement from requirement tags into ontologies as
well. Note that, the refinement process from collaborative
tags to ontologies deals with different kinds of tags respec-
tively (e.g., the content-tag and meta-tag as described in
Section 3.1) since they target to the pre-requirements anal-
ysis at different levels. The content-tags focus on the con-
tent analysis of requirement statements, which are domain-
specific (e.g., inconsistency of concerns), and the meta-

tags are mainly used for the analysis of the properties and
relationships of requirements, which are normally domain-
independent (e.g., inconsistency of requirement properties).
The grouping of tags (e.g., into content-tag and meta-

tag) will be done with tool support (e.g., word analyzer)
and human intervention.

3.3 Collective Decisions based on Ontologies
Ontology is defined as a formal and explicit specifica-

tion of a shared conceptualization [10]. In the perspective
of collective intelligence, ontology can also be regarded as
refined knowledge that is distilled from collaborative tags.
The purpose of constructing formal requirement ontologies is
two-fold: to retrieve distilled requirements knowledge from
massive stakeholders, and to support the group decision-
making of requirements (collective intelligence) through re-
quirements reasoning with formal ontologies. The require-
ment decisions include all kinds of decisions about require-
ments, e.g., decisions on requirement priorities, and conflict-
ing requirements. For example, at the content-tag level,
if the number of stakeholders’ taggings by invitation letter,
sending and email is greater than those by invitation letter,



sending and SMS (Short Message Service), then the require-
ment decision is that: the requirement “(The organizer shall
be able to) send invitation letter by email” has a higher pri-
ority than the requirement “send invitation letter by SMS”.
At the meta-tag level, if two tags high-priority and low-
priority are both tagged with a requirement statement, then
negotiation should be done to resolve the conflicting tags3.
For tagging of non-functional requirements (NFRs), there
are always NFR category tags like security, performance,
and scalability, etc. being used at the meta-tag level to de-
note the categories that a requirement statement belongs to.
A list of patterns4 of potentially-conflicting NFR categories
(e.g., security with performance) can be used to recommend
potential conflict of concerns for stakeholders’ consideration
and negotiation. Note that, the reasoning rules are defined
by requirements engineers according to the best practices
in pre-requirements analysis, and these rules can be read-
ily described by semantic web rule language (SWRL) [12].
Some sample reasoning rules based on Requirements Ratio-
nale Model (a formal requirement ontology) has been pre-
sented in our previous work on requirements reasoning for
distributed requirements analysis [14]. The requirement de-
cisions (collective intelligence) are the final product of the
proposed process. These decisions can automatically evolve
based on the requirement traces generated during the pro-
cess, and runtime requirements reasoning.

4. DISCUSSIONS
We discuss in this section how the proposed method frame-

work can address the challenges presented in Section 2, while
concrete validations should be performed to justify these ar-
guments in our future work.

Requirements communication: The requirement tags
generated by collaborative tagging of massive stakeholders
are natural resources for requirements communication among
stakeholders, which is quite similar to tagging web pages
(e.g., del.icio.us) and pictures (e.g., flickr) for web content
communication. The requirement ontologies distilled from
collaborative requirement tags act as a formal communica-
tion tool (concepts, relationships, and constraints) for re-
quirements, and promote the mutual understanding through
a wider agreement of ontologies among stakeholders.

Requirements negotiation: First, requirements ontolo-
gies provide a common understanding for requirements ne-
gotiation. Second, the requirement decisions obtained by re-
quirements reasoning over collective requirements knowledge
(e.g., decisions on requirement priorities) provide support-
ing information or alternative solutions with sound rationale
(why these decisions are made) for requirements negotiation.

Requirements traceability: Requirement traces from
stakeholders to pre-requirements, and further to require-
ment decisions can be generated during the three steps of the
proposed process, including the traces from pre-requirements
to requirement tags, from requirement tags to requirement
ontologies, and from requirement decisions to requirements
ontologies and reasoning rules employed. All these traces

3Besides negotiation, the decision on requirement priority
can also be made based on the number of taggings (e.g., if
the number of taggings with high-priority is greater than
that of low-priority, we can make decision that this is a
requirement statement with high-priority).
4The pattern of potentially-conflicting NFR categories is a
kind of reasoning rule for pre-requirements analysis.

are generated either as a side-product of an activity (e.g.,
requirements tagging) or automatically (e.g., from require-
ment decisions to requirement ontologies and reasoning rule
employed) without much human effort.

Requirements change control: When stakeholders add
or change their requirement statements, they are prompted
to re-tag these new/updated statements, and those tags for
tagging deprecated requirements are checked and removed
if no requirement statement is tagged with these tags. The
update of requirement tags results in the evolution of re-
quirement ontologies, and further leads to the update on
requirement decisions based on reasoning over requirements
ontologies.

5. RELATED WORK
Collective intelligence and social requirements engineer-

ing are most related work with this paper. Collective intelli-
gence is a shared or group intelligence that emerges from the
collaboration and competition of many individuals. Gruber
exploits the collective intelligence by combining the social
web and semantic web, and proposes to unlock the “col-
lective intelligence” of the social web with knowledge rep-
resentation and reasoning techniques of the semantic web,
and shows some concrete applications in [11]. Our method
framework is heavily based on this idea that is applied in
RE for large and complex systems.

To our knowledge, Goguen is the first author who posed
the social issues in RE [7]. He mainly discussed the social
issues on the organization of client and requirements team,
and how these social issues negatively affected the RE ac-
tivities and requirements quality with candidate solutions.

Ossher et al. implemented a prototype tool BITKit (part
of IBM Requirements Composer tool suite) for tagging re-
quirement concerns [19]. Their work primarily focuses on the
first step in our proposed process, i.e., from pre-requirements
in business analysis phase to requirements tags, in order to
identify and organize stakeholders’ concerns.

Lohmann et al. implemented a web-based platform Soft-
Wiki, which provides social RE features and support collab-
oration and knowledge sharing for larger groups of stake-
holders in collection, discussion, development, and structur-
ing of requirements [16]. The SoftWiki platform focuses on
semantic annotation and sharing of requirements artifacts
using a fixed ontology model - SWORE. The SWORE on-
tology is defined by RE experts, which is not flexible and
cannot be easily extended. This makes SWORE insufficient
for requirements tagging in an open and uncertain world.

Group decision support in RE with recommendation sys-
tems is also a kind of collective intelligence support in RE
activities [17]. Felfernig et al. proposed and designed a sys-
tem to support the decision-making process concerned with
group stakeholders in RE on the basis of different types of
recommendation algorithms [6]. These recommendation al-
gorithms can be fairly integrated into our method frame-
work, e.g., in Step 3 of requirements reasoning with specific
constraints, in order to improve the results of requirement
decisions or recommend better requirement alternatives.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a method framework for the

pre-requirements analysis of large and complex systems by
employing collective intelligence based on Web 2.0 tools and



technologies. The major contributions are two points: (1)
lower the barrier of stakeholders’ participation and facilitate
the collaborative decision-making process in pre-requirements
analysis with Web 2.0, which is critical for large and com-
plex systems development, e.g., ULS systems and software
ecosystems; and (2) propose a roadmap (the process in three
steps) and working agenda to address the challenges in pre-
requirements analysis of large and complex systems. It’s
worth noting that the proposed method framework, from
collective requirements knowledge to intelligence, is not a
substitute to mature methods currently used in requirements
analysis, but complementary to reduce human effort and
promote social collaboration in pre-requirements analysis of
large and complex systems.

This is currently a method framework without covering
much technical details, for example, how to solve the incon-
sistency and ambiguity in collaborative tagging; what tag-
ging language is used; how to transform tags (folksonomies)
into ontologies, etc. The reason is that these technical issues
have been fairly addressed in related research fields (e.g., so-
cial tagging systems), and these technical solutions will be
further investigated/evaluated in the next step when imple-
menting this method with validations of concrete cases.
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